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Functional domain
modeling: an introduction

This chapter covers
■

Domain models and domain-driven design

■

Benefits of functional and pure domain models

■

Reactive modeling for increased
responsiveness

■

How functional meets reactive

Suppose you’re using the portal of a large online retail store to make purchases.
After entering all the items, the shopping cart fails to register your purchases. How
does that make you feel? Or say you do a price check on an item a week before
Christmas, and the response comes back after an inordinate delay; do you like this
shopping experience? In both cases, the applications weren’t responsive. The first
case depicts a lack of responsiveness to failure—your whole shopping cart went
down because a back-end resource wasn’t available. The second case illustrates a
lack of responsiveness to varying load. Maybe it’s the festive season that has triggered excessive load on the system and made your query response too slow. Both
cases result in extreme frustration on the part of the user.
For any application that you develop, the core concept is the domain model,
which is the representation of how the business works. For a banking system, the
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system functionalities consist of entities such as banks, accounts, currency, transactions, and reporting that work together to deliver a good banking experience to the
user. And it’s the responsibility of the model to ensure that users have a good experience when they use the system.
When you implement a domain model, you translate the business processes into
software. You try to make this translation in a way that results in the software resembling the original processes as much as possible. And to achieve this, you follow
certain techniques and adopt paradigms in your design, development, and implementation. In this book, you’ll explore how to use a combination of functional programming (FP) and reactive modeling to deliver models that are responsive and scalable,
yet easy to manage and maintain. This chapter introduces fundamental concepts of
these two paradigms and explains how the combination works together to achieve
responsiveness of the model.
If you’re designing and implementing systems right now, using any of the programming techniques that the industry currently offers, this book will open your
eyes to new techniques for making your model more resilient and expressive. If
you’re managing teams that develop complex systems, you’ll appreciate the benefits
of using functional and reactive programming to deliver more reliable software for
your clients. This book uses Scala as the implementation language, but the basic
principles that you’ll learn can be applied to many other languages used in the
industry today.
Before you move on to the core topic of domain modeling, figure 1.1 shows how
this chapter provides the groundwork for understanding the synergy of functional
and reactive programming for implementing domain models. The idea is to make
you comfortable with the basic concepts so that at the end of this chapter you’ll be
able to refine your domain-modeling techniques in terms of both functional and
reactive paradigms.
Domain models and
domain-driven design
(sections 1.1–1.2)

Benefits that functional programming
brings to your domain model
(sections 1.3–1.5)

•
•
•
•

Purity
Referential transparency
Ability of reasoning
Compositionality

Benefits that reactive programming
brings to your domain model
(sections 1.6–1.8)

•
•
•
•

Resiliency
Responsiveness
Scalability
Event orientation

Figure 1.1 Building functional and reactive domain models

What is a domain model?

1.1
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What is a domain model?
When was the last time you withdrew cash from an ATM? Or deposited cash into your
bank account? Or used internet banking to check whether your monthly pay has been
credited to your checking account? Or asked for a portfolio statement from your bank? All
these italicized terms relate to the business of personal banking. We call this the domain
of personal banking. The word domain here means the area of interest in the business.
When you’re developing a system to automate banking activities, you’re modeling the
business of personal banking. The abstractions that you design, the behaviors that you
implement, and the UI interactions that you build all reflect the business of personal
banking—together they constitute the model of the domain.
More formally, a domain model is a blueprint of the relationships between the various entities of the problem domain and sketches out other important details, such as
the following:
■

■

■

■

Objects that belong to the domain—For example, in the banking domain you have
objects such as banks, accounts, and transactions.
Behaviors that those objects demonstrate in interacting among themselves—For example,
in a banking system you debit an account, and you issue a statement to your client.
These are typical interactions that occur between the objects of your domain.
The language that the domain speaks—When you’re modeling the domain of personal banking, terms such as debit, credit, portfolio, and so on, or phrases such as
“transfer 100 USD from account1 to account2,” occur quite ubiquitously and
form the vocabulary of the domain.
The context within which the model operates—This includes the set of assumptions
and constraints that are relevant to the problem domain and are automatically
applicable for the software model that you develop. A new bank account can be
opened for a living person or entity only—this can be one of the assumptions
that define a context of your domain model for personal banking.

As in any other modeling exercise, the most challenging aspect of implementing a
domain model is managing its complexity. Some of these complexities are inherent to
the problem, and you can’t avoid them. These are called the essential complexities of
the system. For example, when you apply for a personal loan from your bank, determining the eligibility of the amount depending on your profile has a fixed complexity
that’s determined by the core business rules of the domain. This is an essential complexity that you can’t avoid in your solution model. But some complexities are introduced by the solution itself, such as when you implement a new banking solution that
introduces extraneous load on operations in the form of additional batch processing.
These are known as the incidental complexities of the model.
One of the essential aspects of an effective model implementation is reducing
the amount of incidental complexity. And more often than not, you can reduce the
incidental complexities of a model by adopting techniques that help you manage
complexities better. For example, if your technique leads to better modularization of
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your model, then your final implementation isn’t a single monolithic, unmanageable
piece of software. It’s decomposed into multiple smaller components, each of which
functions within its own context and assumptions. Figure 1.2 depicts such a system—
I’ve shown two components for brevity. But you get the idea: With a modular system,
each component is self-contained in functionality and interacts with other components only through explicitly defined contracts. With this arrangement, you can manage complexity better than with a monolithic system.
Domain models of two submodules (bounded context)

Context boundary
between modules

•
•
•
•

Objects (bank, checking, savings,...)
Interactions (debit, credit,...)
Ubiquitous language
Context (cash management)

•
•
•
•

Objects (bank, loan, profile,...)
Interactions (disburse, deny,...)
Ubiquitous language
Context (loan management)

Figure 1.2 Overview of a domain model and its external context with terms
from the personal banking domain. Each smaller module has its own set of
assumptions and business rules, and these modules are easier to manage
than a large monolithic system. But you need to keep the communication
between them at a minimum and use explicitly defined protocols.

This book explains how adopting the principles of functional programming and combining them with a reactive design leads to the implementation of domain models
that are easier to create, maintain, and use.

1.2

Introducing domain-driven design
In the previous section when explaining domain models, I used terms such as banks,
accounts, debit, credit, and so forth. All of these terms are related to the personal banking
domain and readily convey what roles they play in the functioning of a business. When
you implement a domain model for personal banking, wouldn’t it be convenient for
users trying to understand your model if you used the same terminology as the business?
For example, you may have as part of your model an entity named Account that implements all variations in behavior, depending on whether it’s a checking, savings, or
money market account. This is a direct mapping of concepts from the problem domain
(the business) to the solution domain (your implementation).

Introducing domain-driven design
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When you’re implementing a domain model, an understanding of the domain is
of paramount importance. Only when you grasp how the various entities work in the
real world will you have the knowledge to implement them as part of your solution.
Understanding the domain and abstracting the central characteristics in the form of a
model is known as domain-driven design (DDD). Eric Evans offers a wonderful treatment
of the subject in his book Domain-Driven Design: Tackling Complexity in the Heart of Software (Addison-Wesley Professional, 2003).

1.2.1

The bounded context
Section 1.1 described modular models and a few advantages that modularization
brings to a domain model. Any domain model of nontrivial complexity is really a collection of smaller models, each with its own data and domain vocabulary. In the world
of domain-driven design, the term bounded context denotes one such smaller model
within the whole. So the complete domain model is really a collection of bounded
contexts. Let’s consider a banking system: A portfolio management system, tax and regulatory reports, and term deposit management can be designed as separate bounded
contexts. A bounded context is typically at a fairly high level of granularity and denotes
one complete area of functionality within your system.
But when you have multiple bounded contexts in your complete domain model, how
do you communicate between them? Remember, each bounded context is self-contained
as a module but can have interactions with other bounded contexts. Typically, when you
design your model, these communications are implemented as explicitly specified sets of
services or interfaces. You’ll see a few such implementations as we go along. The basic
idea is to keep these interactions to the bare minimum so that each bounded context is
cohesive enough within itself and yet loosely coupled with other bounded contexts.
You’ll look at what’s within each bounded context in the next section and learn
about some of the fundamental domain-modeling elements that make up the guts of
your model.

1.2.2

The domain model elements
Various kinds of abstractions define your domain model. If someone asks you to list a
few elements from the personal banking domain, chances are you’ll name items such
as banks and accounts; account types such as checking, savings, and money market;
and transaction types such as debit and credit. But you’ll soon realize that many of
these elements are similar with respect to how they’re created, processed through the
pipeline of the business, and ultimately evicted from the system. As an example, consider the lifecycle of a client account, as illustrated in figure 1.3. Every client account
created by the bank passes through a set of states as a result of certain actions from the
bank, the client, or any other external system.
Every account has an identity that has to be managed in the course of its entire lifetime within the system. We refer to such elements as entities. For an account, its identity is its account number. Many of its attributes may change during the lifetime of the
system, but the account is always identified with the specific account number that was
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Do transactions

Create account

New

Make initial deposit

Closed by client

Closed

Active

Inactive for a long time

Dead
Closed by client

Figure 1.3 States in the lifecycle of a client account. Transition
from one state to another depends on the action performed on the
earlier state.

allocated to it when it was opened. Two accounts in the same name and having the
same attributes are considered different entities because the account numbers differ.
Each account may have an address—the residential address of the account holder.
An address is uniquely defined by the value that it contains. You change any attribute
of an address, and it becomes a different address. Can you identify the difference in
semantics between an account and an address? An address doesn’t have any identity;
it’s identified entirely based on the value it contains. Not surprisingly, we call such
objects value objects. Another way to distinguish between entities and value objects is
that value objects are immutable—you can’t change the contents of a value object
without changing the object itself, after you create it.
The difference between an entity and a value object is one of the most fundamental concepts in domain modeling, and you must have a clear understanding of this.
When we talk about an account, we mean a specific instance of the account, with an
account number, the holder’s name, and other attributes. Some of these attributes
combined form a unique identity of the account. Typically, an account number is the
identifying attribute of an account. Even if you have two accounts that have the same
values for the nonidentifying attributes (such as the holder’s name or the date it was
opened), they are two different accounts if the account numbers are different. An
account is an entity that has a specific identity, but with an address you need to consider only the value part. So within the model you can choose to have only one instance
of a particular address and share it across all accounts that belong to the holders residing at that address. It’s only the value that matters. You can change some of the attribute values in an entity, and yet the identity doesn’t change; for example, you can
change the address of an account, and yet it points to the same account. But you can’t
change the value of a value object; otherwise, it’ll be a different value object. So a
value object is immutable by definition.

Introducing domain-driven design
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Immutability semantics of entities and value objects
We’ll have a different take on immutability of entities and value objects when we discuss implementations later in this chapter. In functional programming, our aim is to
model as much immutability as possible—you’ll model entities as immutable objects
as well. So the best way to differentiate between entities and value objects is to
remember that an entity has an identity that can’t change, and a value object has a
value that can’t change. A value object is semantically immutable. An entity is semantically mutable, but you’ll implement it using immutable constructs.
Is there any downside to modeling semantically mutable entities with immutable
structures? Let’s face it—mutable references are more performant. In many cases,
working with immutable data structures leads to more objects being instantiated
compared to using direct mutability, especially when a domain entity changes frequently. But as you’ll see in this and the following chapters, mutable data structures lead to a fragile code base and make understanding code difficult in the face
of concurrent operations. So the general advice is to start with immutable data
structures—if you need to make some parts of the code more performant than what
you get with immutability, go for mutation. But ensure that the client API doesn’t
get to see the mutation; encapsulate the mutation behind a referentially transparent wrapper function.1

The heart of any domain model is the set of behaviors or interactions between the various domain elements. These behaviors are at a higher level of granularity than individual entities or value objects. We consider them to be the principal services that the
model offers. Let’s look at an example from the banking system. Say a customer
comes to the bank or the ATM and transfers money between two accounts. This action
results in a debit from one account and a credit to another, which will reflect as a
change in balance in the respective accounts. Validation checks have to be done,
determining, for instance, whether the accounts are active and whether the source
account has enough funds to transfer. In every such interaction, many domain elements can be involved, both entities and value objects. In DDD, you model this entire
set of behaviors as one or more services. Depending on the architecture and the specific bounded context of the model, you can package it as either a standalone service
(you could name it AccountService) or as part of a collection of services in a more
generic module named BankingService.1
The main way that a domain service differs from an entity or a value object is in the
level of granularity. In a service, multiple domain entities interact according to specific business rules and deliver a specific functionality in the system. From an implementation point of view, a service is a set of functions acting on a related set of domain
entities and value objects. It encapsulates a complete business operation that has a

1

As an example, look at the implementations of Scala’s Collections API. Many of them, such as List::take or
List::drop, use mutation under the hood, but the client API doesn’t get to see it. The client gets back an
immutable List for the call.
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certain value to the user or the bank. Table 1.1 summarizes the characteristics of the
three most important domain elements that you’ve seen so far.
Table 1.1 Domain elements
Element
Entity

Characteristics
■
■
■

Value object

■
■

Service

■
■
■

Has an identity
Passes through multiple states in the lifecycle
Usually has a definite lifecycle in the business
Semantically immutable
Can be freely shared across entities
More macro-level abstraction than entity or value object
Involves multiple entities and value objects
Usually models a use case of the business

Figure 1.4 illustrates how the three types of domain elements are related in a sample
from the personal banking domain. This is one of the fundamental concepts in DDD;
make sure you understand the basics before continuing this journey.
Service
Banking service
•
•
•
•

Entity
Account

Debit
Credit
Transfer
Balance inquiry

Entity
Bank

Entity

...

Account number
Unique identifier
for the entity
Account holder

Address

Account type

Unique identifier
for the entity

A value object

A value object

Attributes of bank

...

Figure 1.4 Relationships between the domain elements of a model. This example is from the
personal banking domain. Note that Account, Bank, and so forth are entities. An entity can
contain other entities or value objects. A service is at a higher level of granularity and
implements behaviors that involve multiple domain elements.

DOMAIN ELEMENT SEMANTICS AND BOUNDED CONTEXT

Let’s conclude this discussion on the various domain elements with an important concept that relates their semantics to the bounded context. When we say that an address is
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a value object, it’s a value object only within the scope of the bounded context in which
it’s being defined. In the bounded context of a personal banking application, an
address may be a value object, and you don’t need to track addresses by their identities.
But consider another bounded context that implements a geocoding service. There you
need to track addresses by latitude/longitude, and each address may have to be tagged
with a unique ID. The address becomes an entity in this bounded context. Similarly, an
account may be an entity in a personal banking application, whereas in a bounded context for portfolio reporting, you may have an account as a mere container of information that needs to be printed and hence implemented as a value object. The type of a
domain element always reflects the bounded context where it’s defined.

1.2.3

Lifecycle of a domain object
Every object (entity or value object) that you have in any model must have a definite
lifecycle pattern. For every type of object you have in your model, you must have
defined ways to handle each of the following events:
■

■

■

Creation—How the object is created within the system. In the banking system, you
may have a special abstraction that’s responsible for creating bank accounts.
Participation in behaviors—How the object is represented in memory when it interacts within the system. This is the way you model an entity or a value object within
your system. A complex entity may consist of other entities as well as value objects.
As an example, in figure 1.4, an Account entity may have references to other entities such as Bank or other value objects such as Address or Account Type.
Persistence—How the object is maintained in the persistent form. This includes
issues such as how you write the element to the persistent storage; how you
retrieve the details in response to queries by the system; and if your persistent
form is the relational database, how you insert, update, delete, or query an
entity such as Account.

As always, a uniform vocabulary helps. The following section uses specific terms to
refer to how we handle these three lifecycle events in our model. We call them patterns
because we’ll be using them repeatedly in various contexts of our domain modeling.2
FACTORIES

When you have a complex model, it’s always a good practice to have dedicated
abstractions that handle various parts of its lifecycle. Instead of littering the entire
code base with snippets of the code that creates your entities, centralize them using a
pattern. This strategy serves two purposes:
■
■

2

It keeps all creational code in one place.
It abstracts the process of creation of an entity from the caller.

We use the term patterns in a slightly loose sense that may not conform exactly to the rigid structure that the
GoF book follows (Design Patterns: Elements of Reusable Object-Oriented Software by Erich Gamma et. al, AddisonWesley Professional, 1994). We call factories, repositories, and aggregates domain lifecycle patterns, using the terminology of Eric Evans in his Domain-Driven Design book.
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For example, you can have an account factory that takes the various parameters
needed to create an account and hands you over a newly created account. The new
account that you get back from the factory may be a checking, savings, or money market account depending on the parameters you pass. So the factory lets you create different types of objects using the same API. It abstracts the process and the type of
created objects.
The creation logic resides within a factory. But where does the factory belong? A
factory, after all, provides you with a service—the service of creation and possible initialization. It’s the responsibility of the factory to hand you over a fully constructed,
minimally valid instance of the domain object. One option is to make the factory part
of the module that defines the domain object. This has a natural implementation in
Scala using companion objects and is illustrated in the following listing. Another alternative is to think of a factory as part of a set of domain services. Chapter 2 details one
such implementation.
Listing 1.1 Factory for instantiating accounts in Scala
trait Account {
Interface for Account entity
//..
and various types of accounts
}
case class CheckingAccount(/* parameters */) extends Account
case class SavingsAccount(/* parameters */) extends Account
case class MoneyMarketAccount(/* parameters */) extends Account
object Account {
def apply(/* parameters */) = {
// instantiate Checking, Savings or MoneyMarket account
// depending on parameters
}
Factory method that
}
instantiates accounts

Companion
object in Scala
that contains
the factory

AGGREGATES

In our model of personal banking, as you saw earlier, an Account can be thought of as
composed of a group of related objects. Typically, this includes the following:
■
■

■

Core account-identifying attributes such as the account number
Various nonidentifying attributes such as holders’ names, the date when the
account was opened, and the date of closing (if it’s a closed account)
Reference to other objects, such as Address and Bank

One way you can visualize this entire graph of objects is to think of it as forming a consistency boundary within itself. When you have an account instantiated, all of these individual participating objects and attributes must be consistent as per the business rules
of the domain. You can’t have an account with a closing date preceding the opening
date. And you can’t have an account without any holders’ names in it. These are all
valid business rules, and the instantiated account must have all composing objects
honor each of these rules. After you identify this set of participating objects in the
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graph, this graph becomes an aggregate. An aggregate can consist of one or more entities and value objects (and other primitive attributes). Besides ensuring the consistency of business rules, an aggregate within a bounded context is also often looked at
as a transaction boundary in the model.
One of the entities within the aggregate forms the aggregate root. It’s sort of the
guardian of the entire graph and serves as the single point of interaction of the aggregate with its clients. The aggregate root has two objectives to enforce:
■

■

Ensure the consistency boundary of business rules and transactions within the
aggregate.
Prevent the implementation of the aggregate from leaking out to its clients, acting as a façade for all the operations that the aggregate supports.

Listing 1.2 shows the design of an Account aggregate in Scala. It consists of the aggregate root Account (which is also an entity), and has entities such as Bank and value
objects such as Address as part of its composing elements.3 Designing aggregates isn’t
an easy task, especially if you’re a beginner in DDD. Besides Eric Evans’ Domain-Driven
Design book, take a look at the “Effective Aggregate Design” article from Vaughn Vernon that discusses in three parts the various considerations that you need to make to
design a good aggregate (http://dddcommunity.org/library/vernon_2011/).
Listing 1.2 Account as an aggregate
trait Account {
def no: String
def name: String
def bank: Bank
def address: Address
def dateOfOpening: Date,
def dateOfClose: Option[Date]
//..
}
case class CheckingAccount(
no: String,
name: String,
bank: Bank,
address: Address,
dateOfOpening: Date,
dateOfClose: Option[Date],
//..
) extends Account

3

Basic contract of an
Account aggregate
Reference to
another entity
Address is a
value object.
A concrete implementation
of Account. Note that the
fields override the defs of
the trait.

In reality, when you design aggregates, you may find that for performance and consistency of operations you
have to optimize away many composing entities from the aggregate and have only the root along with the
value objects. For example, you may choose to keep a bank ID instead of the entire Bank entity as part of the
Account aggregate.
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case class SavingsAccount(
//..
rateOfInterest: BigDecimal,
//..
) extends Account
trait AccountService {
def transfer(from: Account, to: Account, amount: Amount): Option[Amount]

}

Case classes in Scala
Listing 1.2 uses Scala’s case classes to model an Account aggregate. Case classes
in Scala provide a convenient way to design objects that offer immutability from the
ground up. All parameters that the class takes are immutable by default. Therefore,
using case classes, we get the convenience of an easy-to-use way to define an aggregate, as well as all the benefits of immutability built right into it.
Listings 1.1 and 1.2 use traits in Scala. Traits enable you to define modules in Scala
that can be composed together using mixin-based composition. Mixins are small
abstractions that can be mixed in with other components to form larger components.
For more details on case classes, mixins, and traits, take a look at the official Scala
home page (www.scala-lang.org) or the book Programming in Scala by Martin Odersky
et al. 3rd Ed. (Artima Press, 2016).

Note that we’ve implemented the basic contract of an Account aggregate as a trait in
Scala and the variants in the form of case classes. As the preceding sidebar “Case
classes in Scala” indicates, case classes are conveniently used to model immutable data
structures. These are known as algebraic data types, which we’ll discuss in more detail as
we move along. But let’s look at one aspect of the account entity aggregate touched
on previously.
In section 1.2.2, you saw that you can update some attributes of an entity without
changing its identity. This means an entity should be updateable. But here we’ve modeled the entity Account as an immutable abstraction. Does this seem like an apparent
contradiction? Absolutely not! We’ll allow updating of entities, but in a functional way
that doesn’t make the entity mutable in place. Instead of mutating the object itself,
your updates will produce a new instance with the modified attribute values.4 This has
the advantage that you can still continue sharing your original abstraction as an
immutable entity while doing updates that generate new instances of the same entity.
In the context of the functional way of thinking, you’ll strive for immutability of
entities (much like value objects) as much as you can. And this is one of the guiding

4

If you’re impatient, jump to listing 1.4, where the debit and credit methods create new instances of Account
with the updated balance amount.
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principles that will dictate your model design. Listing 1.2 also shows an example
domain service (AccountService) that uses the Account aggregate to implement a
transfer of funds between two accounts.
REPOSITORIES

As you know, aggregates are created by factories and represent the underlying entities
in memory during the active phase of the objects’ lifecycle (see figure 1.3 to review
the lifecycle of an account). But you also need a way to persist an aggregate when you
no longer need it. You can’t throw it away, because you may need to fetch it later for
another purpose.
A repository gives you this interface for parking an aggregate in a persistent form so
that you can fetch it back to an in-memory entity representation when you need it.
Usually a repository has an implementation based on persistent storage such as a relational database management system (RDBMS), though the contract doesn’t enforce
that.5 Also note that the persistent model of the aggregate may be entirely different
from the in-memory aggregate representation and is mostly driven by the underlying
storage data model. It’s the responsibility of the repository (see the following listing)
to provide the interface for manipulating entities from the persistent storage without
exposing the underlying relational (or whatever model the underlying storage supports) data model.
Listing 1.3 AccountRepository—interface for manipulating accounts from the
database
trait
def
def
def
def
}

AccountRepository {
query(accountNo: String): Option[Account]
query(criteria: Criteria[Account]): Seq[Account]
write(accounts: Seq[Account]): Boolean
delete(account: Account): Boolean

The interface for a repository doesn’t have any knowledge of the nature of the underlying persistent store. It can be a relational database or a NoSQL database—only the
implementation knows that. So what an aggregate offers for in-memory representation of the entity, a repository does the same for the persistent storage. An aggregate
hides the underlying details of the in-memory representation of the object, whereas a
repository abstracts the underlying details of the persistent representation of the
object. Listing 1.3 shows an AccountRepository for manipulating accounts from the
underlying storage; the listing doesn’t show any specific implementation of the repository. But the user still interacts with the repository through an aggregate. Look at this

5

In many small applications, you can have an in-memory repository. But that’s not usually the case.
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sequence to get an idea of how an aggregate provides a single window to the entire
lifecycle of an entity:
■

■

■

You supply a bunch of arguments to the factory and get back an aggregate
(such as Account).
You use the aggregate (Account in listing 1.2) as your contract through all
behaviors that you implement through services (AccountService in listing 1.2).
You use the aggregate to persist the entity in the repository (AccountRepository
in listing 1.3).

So far you’ve seen modularization in models using the bounded context, the three most
important types of domain elements that you need to implement (entities, value objects,
and services), and the three patterns used to manipulate them (factories, aggregates,
and repositories). As you must have realized by now, the three types of elements participate in domain interactions (such as debit, credit, and so forth in the banking system),
and their lifecycles are controlled by the three patterns. The last thing to discuss in
domain-driven design is an aspect that binds all of them together. It’s called the vocabulary of the model, and in the next section you’ll learn why it’s important.

1.2.4

The ubiquitous language
Now you have the entities, value objects, and services that form the model, and you
know that all these elements need to interact with each other to implement the various behaviors that the business executes. As a software craftsperson, it’s your responsibility to model this interaction in such a way that it’s understandable not only to the
hardware underneath, but also to a curious human mind. This interaction needs to
reflect the underlying business semantics and must contain vocabulary from the problem domain you’re modeling. By vocabulary, I mean the names of participating objects
and the behaviors that are executed as part of the use cases. In our example, entities
such as Bank, Account, Customer, and Balance and behaviors like debit and credit
resonate strongly with the terms of the business and hence form part of the domain
vocabulary. The use of domain vocabulary needs to be transitively extended to larger
abstractions formed out of smaller ones. For example, you can compose an
AccountService implementation (which is a domain service) as follows:6
trait AccountService {
def debit(a: Account, amount: Amount): Try[Account] = //..
def credit(a: Account, amount: Amount): Try[Account] = //..
def transfer(from: Account, to: Account, amount: Amount) = for {
d <- debit(from, amount)
c <- credit(to, amount)
} yield (d, c)
}

6

If you don’t understand the details of the implementation, it’s okay. You’ll implement this service later in this
chapter as we discuss the evolution of functional domain models.
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Let’s take a more detailed look at what this implementation exemplifies with respect
to the qualities of understandability just described:
■

■

■

The function body is minimal and doesn’t contain any irrelevant details. It just
encapsulates the domain logic involved in a transfer of funds between two
accounts.
The implementation uses terms from the domain of banking, so a person familiar with the business domain who doesn’t know anything about the underlying
implementation platform should also be able to understand what’s going on.
The implementation narrates just the happy path of execution. The exceptional paths are completely encapsulated within the abstractions that you use
for implementation. In case you know Scala, the for-comprehension used here
is monadic and takes care of any exceptions that may happen in the sequence
of execution.7 We’ll discuss many of these as we move along.

Eric Evans calls this the ubiquitous language. Use the domain vocabulary in your model
and make the terms interact in such a way that it resembles the language that the
domain speaks. Start with the correct naming of entities and atomic behaviors, and
extend this vocabulary to larger abstractions that you compose out of them. Different
modules can speak different dialects of the language, and the same term may mean
something different in a different bounded context. But within the context, the
vocabulary should be clear and unambiguous.
Having a consistent ubiquitous language has a lot to do with designing proper APIs
of your model. The APIs must be expressive so that a person who’s an expert in the
domain can understand the context by looking at the API only. This is known as
domain-specific language; see my book DSLs in Action (Manning, 2010) for a detailed
treatment of the subject.

1.3

Thinking functionally
Many approaches to domain modeling exist, but over the last decade or so, objectoriented (OO) technologies have completely dominated in carving out the most complex of domain models. In this book, I’m going to be a bit radical and use plain old
functions as the main abstraction to model domain behaviors. Over the next couple of
sections, you’ll see the benefits of doing that, from the perspective of both modeling
and maintaining your software.
Sometimes, the elegant implementation is just a function. Not a method.
Not a class. Not a framework. Just a function.

—John Carmack on Twitter
(https://twitter.com/ID_AA_Carmack/statuses/53512300451201024)

7

In Scala, a for-comprehension is syntactic sugar for chaining together map/flatMap/filter operations. For
more details, see http://docs.scala-lang.org/tutorials/tour/sequence-comprehensions.html.
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But let’s start with the paradigm that we’ve all been using over the past few years. In
this example, you’ll dissect an implementation and gradually morph it into a functional variant. Along the way, I’ll highlight the benefits that the latter will bring you.
Let’s go back to a domain that we all interact with in our daily lives: personal banking.
You’ll consider a simple model consisting of an aggregate, Account, which has a value
object, Balance, a few other attributes, and a couple of operations for debiting and
crediting from and to the account, as shown in the following listing.
Listing 1.4 Sample model from the personal banking domain
type Amount = BigDecimal

Aggregate

case class Balance(amount: Amount = 0)

class Account(val no: String, val name: String, val dateOfOpening: Date) {
var balance: Balance = Balance()
def debit(a: Amount) = {
if (balance.amount < a)
throw new Exception("Insufficient balance in account")
balance = Balance(balance.amount – a)
}

Operations
that mutate
state

Mutable
state in
aggregate

def credit(a: Amount) = balance = Balance(balance.amount + a)
}
val a = new Account("a1", "John")
a.balance == Balance(0)
a.credit(100)
a.balance == Balance(100)

An example assertion
that returns true if
equality is satisfied

a.debit(20)
a.balance == Balance(80)

Listing 1.4 is self-explanatory. The class Account holds a mutable state, which is the
balance that the account holds. The methods debit and credit directly mutate the
state of the object to change the balance amount that the account holds at any point
in time.
QUIZ TIME 1.1

What do you think is the primary drawback of this model?

Think for a moment. Take a second look at listing 1.4 if you need to. What we’re
going to discuss is possibly one of the most important reasons why you should appreciate the functional way of thinking and modeling.
It’s the mutability that hits you in two ways: It
makes it hard to use the abstraction in a concurrent setting and makes it difficult
to reason about your code.

QUIZ MASTER’S RESPONSE 1.1
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Here’s a slightly longer explanation. The var balance: Balance is the mutable state
in our domain model. The key word here is mutable, which indicates that the state (balance), which this object holds, can be updated in place by multiple clients of the
objects. This can lead to issues in a concurrent environment, where you can have various types of inconsistencies in determining the value of the state at any point in time.
This is a huge topic in itself, and you can get a clearer picture of all such issues from
the excellent book Java Concurrency in Practice by Brian Goetz (Addison-Wesley Professional, 2006). Mutable state is also an antipattern when it comes to reasoning about
your code, as you’ll see later in this chapter.8 Though it appears to be a convincing way
of modeling the world, mutable states create more problems than solutions. You need
to find a way to get rid of these mutable states.
Let’s see if we can improve upon the primary drawback of the previous code and
stay within the realm of object-oriented thinking. The following listing shows our next
attempt toward purification of the sin committed in listing 1.4 by introducing a mutable state in our model.
Listing 1.5 Immutable Account model
type Amount = BigDecimal
case class Balance(amount: Amount = 0)
class Account(val no: String, val name: String,
val dateOfOpening: Date, val balance: Balance = Balance()) {

Balance is now
immutable.

def debit(a: Amount) = {
if (balance.amount < a)
throw new Exception("Insufficient balance in account")
new Account(no, name, dateOfOpening, Balance(balance.amount – a))
}

The operations
debit and
credit create
new instances
of Account.

def credit(a: Amount) =
new Account(no, name, dateOfOpening, Balance(balance.amount + a))
}
val a = new Account("a1", "John", today)
a.balance == Balance(0)
val b = a.credit(100)
a.balance == Balance(0)
b.balance == Balance(100)

Immutability in action—
account balance isn’t
mutated in place.

val c = b.debit(20)
b.balance == Balance(100)
c.balance == Balance(80)

The mutable state is gone! Every operation on Account creates a new object with the
modified state. Instead of having a mutable state, the new Account class carries the state
with itself. Once you have an instance of the class, you have the balance as a state within

8

If the phrase reasoning about your code sounds unfamiliar, don’t worry. You’ll learn more about it shortly.
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itself. But the difference is that this state is immutable. You can’t change its value without
creating another Account object. And that’s exactly what our debit and credit operations do here. Scala ensures that the parameter you pass in a class constructor is immutable by default. You can choose to make it mutable by making it a var. But that’s an
explicit modifier that you need to apply to get mutability—another excellent decision
that encourages immutable abstraction design.
Now that you’ve made Account an immutable abstraction, you can freely share
Account across threads in a concurrent setting.9 This is a huge gain and is your first
baby step toward appreciating the virtues of functional thinking, which works in terms
of pure functions that accept input and generate output without relying on or impacting any shared mutable state. Immutability has a big role to play here.
But you’re not finished yet. Account is still an abstraction that holds both the state
and the behavior. The idea is to decouple the two, which, as you’ll see later, will give
you better modularity and hence better compositionality. But first let’s look at the virtues that your code will have if you can model it using pure functions.

1.3.1

Ah, the joys of purity
Imagine you’ve gone back to your school days and are trying to learn the definition
of a function from the mathematical point of view. Because we’re discussing functional programming here, how different is this function from the one you learned in
math class?
In mathematics, a function is a relation between a set of inputs and a set
of permissible outputs with the property that each input is related to
exactly one output.

—Wikipedia, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Function_(mathematics)
This definition never mentions dependency of a function on shared mutable states.
The output of the function is purely determined from the inputs—much like figure 1.5,
which models a function (f) as a black box that transforms an input (x) to an output (y). In functional programming, you strive to make your functions behave like a
mathematical function only.
QUIZ TIME 1.2 Which model, listing 1.4 or listing 1.5, looks closer to the defini-

tion of function just introduced in this section?
Now that you’ve seen the definition of a function and understand how you should try
to achieve the same effect in your domain models, this question should be a piece of
cake. The lesser the dependency on external mutable state, the closer the model is to
the purity of a mathematical function.

9

Here I’m talking only about sharing Account objects. You still need to manage atomicity if you want to compose multiple debits and credits within a single transaction.
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QUIZ MASTER’S RESPONSE 1.2 Listing 1.5, which makes Account an immutable

abstraction, is closer to this definition.
In our y = f(x) model in figure 1.5, assume f is the function
square. Then square(3) = 9 and the result will be exactly the
same regardless of how many times you invoke f. Let’s discuss
this aspect in more detail with the two Account models just

Input

Input

Input

introduced.
Input: x
In the mutable model shown in listing 1.4, invoking a
debit(100) on an Account object yields an amount that depends
Function: f
not only on the input parameter, 100, and the object itself (which
you can consider an implicit parameter as well), but also on
other clients sharing the same object. This is because all clients
Output: f(x)
sharing the Account object have equal access to the mutable
state. This is far from what we discussed as a pure function in Figure 1.5 y = f(x)
this section.
models a pure function.
In the immutable model shown in listing 1.5, the Account f is a black box that
transforms an input, x,
object itself also holds the current state. Therefore, invoking into an output, y.
debit(100) on an Account object holding the current balance
amount of 2000 will always yield a new Account object with an
updated balance of amount 1900. The output depends only on the input being supplied. So this model has the purity of a mathematical function.
Okay, now it’s time to reveal the oracle. The immutable model of Account is an
object-oriented version of the functional model that you’ll see soon. It still has the
functions modeled as methods of a class. With this approach, you’re often faced with
the dilemma of which function should be part of which class. Also, it becomes difficult
to compose functions implemented as methods of different classes.
In this example, debit and credit are operations on a single account, and you’ve
kept them as behaviors of Account. But an operation such as transfer has two
accounts. Should it also be part of the Account class, or should you have it as part of a
domain service? How should you deal with other services on an account, such as the
daily balance statement or interest calculation? You may tend to put them within one
class and make it a bloated abstraction. Putting such behaviors within a specific aggregate also hampers modularity and compositionality. Here are the general principles
you need to follow when designing functional domain models:
■
■

■

Model the immutable state in an algebraic data type (ADT).
Model behaviors as functions in modules, where a module represents a coarse
unit of business functionality (for example, a domain service). This way, you
separate state from behavior. Behaviors compose better than states; therefore,
keeping related behaviors in modules enables more compositionality.
Keep in mind that behaviors in modules operate on types that the ADTs
represent.
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True or false: The object-oriented paradigm10 couples state and
behavior. Functional programming decouples them.

QUIZ TIME 1.3

Let’s first take a look at implementing our Account model using functional Scala.
Then you’ll be able to answer the quiz. Listing 1.6 is the model that improves the earlier implementation. It contains quite a few Scala constructs, some of which you can
ignore for the time being. But here are the main points for your domain model that
come from functional thinking:
■

■

■

■

Case class models an ADT in Scala. By default, all parameters of the ADT are
immutable, which implies that you don’t need any special machinery to ensure
the immutability of your model.
The definition of the ADT doesn’t contain any behavior. Note that debit and
credit are now within AccountService, which you’ve defined as a domain
service.11 Services are defined in modules, which are implemented as traits in
Scala. Traits act as mixins and enable easy composition to form larger modules out of smaller ones. When you need a concrete instance of a module (a
service in our context), you use the object keyword. As I mentioned earlier,
with functional thinking you decouple state from behavior—the state now
resides within the ADT, and the behaviors are modeled as standalone functions within modules.
debit and credit are pure functions because they aren’t tied to any specific
object. Instead they take arguments, perform some functionality, and generate
specific outputs, just like our y = f(x) model in figure 1.5.
Listing 1.6 uses a few other constructs such as Try, Success, and Failure that
are more functional and compositional than throwing exceptions. The upcoming sidebar “Exceptions in Scala” gives an overview of handling exceptions functionally in Scala. Later chapters also cover this topic, as they detail functional
programming patterns.

Listing 1.6 Purifying the model
import java.util.{ Date, Calendar }
import scala.util.{ Try, Success, Failure }
def today = Calendar.getInstance.getTime
type Amount = BigDecimal
case class Balance(amount: Amount = 0)
case class Account(no: String, name: String,
dateOfOpening: Date, balance: Balance = Balance())

10
11

As implemented in major, mainstream OO languages.
If you’ve forgotten about domain services, see section 1.2.3.

Account aggregate
is now an ADT
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trait AccountService {
def debit(a: Account, amount: Amount): Try[Account] = {
if (a.balance.amount < amount)
Failure(new Exception("Insufficient balance in account"))
else Success(a.copy(balance = Balance(a.balance.amount – amount)))
}

Domain
service with
the operations
debit and
credit

def credit(a: Account, amount: Amount): Try[Account] =
Success(a.copy(balance = Balance(a.balance.amount + amount)))
}
object AccountService extends AccountService
import AccountService._
val a = Account("a1", "John", today)
a.balance == Balance(0)
val b = credit(a, 1000)

Concrete instance of the
service using the object
keyword

Pure function invocation:
returns a Try[Account]

Figure 1.6 summarizes the changes that morph our object-oriented, immutable domain
model into the functional variant using Scala.
An algebraic
data type
case class Account(no: String, name: String, ...)

State and
behavior decoupled

trait AccountService {
def debit(a: Account, amount: Amount): Try[Account] = {
//...
}

A domain
service
More functional
abstractions

def credit(a: Account, amount: Amount): Try[Account] = {
//...
}
}

Figure 1.6 From object-oriented immutable modeling to functional abstractions. Note that we’ve
separated the state from the behavior. The state is encoded within an algebraic data type, Account,
whereas the behaviors are within a domain service. Also, constructs such as Try help in building
compositional abstractions.

QUIZ MASTER’S RESPONSE 1.3 The mainstream object-oriented languages encour-

age functions to be encapsulated under the same abstraction as the state. In
class-oriented OO languages this abstraction is the “class.”
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The next section covers function composition. But let me give you a sneak peek at
another cool compositional effect that results from your refactoring into functional
abstractions such as Try. You can now compose multiple debits and credits as follows:
val a = Account("a1", "John", today)
for {
b <- credit(a, 1000)
c <- debit(b, 200)
d <- debit(c, 190)
} yield d
res5: scala.util.Try[Account] = Success(Account(a1,John,Sat Nov 22
02:38:03 GMT+05:30 2014,Balance(610)))

Exceptions in Scala
Exceptions are considered impure in functional programming. To handle exceptions
functionally, Scala defines an abstraction, util.Try, with two concrete implementations for Success and Failure. Listing 1.6 uses this abstraction to handle any
exception that may arise from the generateAuditLog operation. Note that generateAuditLog is a function that takes an account and an amount and tries to generate
an audit log, which is a string. Try[String] as the return type publishes the fact that
this operation can fail and in that case will return a Failure. It’s not essential to
understand the details now. But be aware that Try is a composable abstraction and
can be combined with the other abstractions in a pure and functional way.

1.3.2

Pure functions compose
What is function composition? Before you answer that, let’s check the definition of
composition:
The way in which something is put together or arranged: the combination
of parts or elements that make up something

—Merriam Webster (www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/composition)
When you compose, you combine parts to make a whole. In mathematics, it’s the pointwise application of one function to another to produce a third function. Clearly
there’s an implication of creativity—you create a new function that combines the
effect of two functions. For example, the two functions f: X -> Y and g: Y -> Z can be
composed together to get a new function that maps every x in X to g(f(x)) in Z.
Let’s now translate this example to the domain of functional programming. Suppose you have a function, square: Int -> Int, which takes an integer as an argument
and produces another integer, its value squared, as output. And you have another function, add2: Int -> Int, which takes an integer and adds 2 to it. You define the composition of these two functions as add2(square(x: Int)), which adds 2 to the square of
the integer that you give as input to the composed function.
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This is the first step toward appreciating the fact that functional programming is
based on function composition, which in turn is similar to the way we treat functions
in mathematics. This is known as the compositionality property of functional programs.
QUIZ TIME 1.4 Suppose you have two functions: f: String -> Int and g: Int ->

Int. How do you define the composition of f and g? Can you think of some real

functions that satisfy these signatures?
Using the property of compositionality, you can build bigger functions out of smaller
ones. One of the main themes of this book is the exploration of various ways you can
make functions compose. We’ll be using Scala, which offers capabilities that make
such composition easy. For a detailed treatment of functional programming in Scala,
check out Paul Chiusano and Runar Bjarnason’s excellent book, Functional Programming in Scala (Manning, 2014).
You’ll look at examples of composing functions in Scala using the Scala REPL,
which is the environment for interacting with the Scala interpreter. But first, the quiz
master is ready with the answer to the previous quiz.
QUIZ MASTER’S RESPONSE 1.4 The composition is defined as g(f(x: String)).

A realistic example is to treat f as a function that computes the length of a string,
and g as a function that doubles the input integer. So double(length(x: String))
is a practical example of composing the two functions that returns twice the length
of the input string.
Now that you’re familiar with the basic technique of function composition, it’s time to
take the next step. So far in discussing composition, I’ve referred to individual functions pipelined together, with one of them receiving as input what the other function
generated. But when we talk about compositionality properties in functional programming, it’s much more than that. Let’s look at the example in figure 1.7.
List[Int]

map

List[String]

length:String->Int

Figure 1.7 map is a higher-order function that takes another function as input.
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The function map takes two parameters—a list of strings and another function,
length: String -> Int. map iterates over the list, and applies the function length to
every element of the list. The result it generates is another list, and each of those elements is the result of applying length, which is a list of integers. This is an excellent
example of how to think functionally and points to some interesting characteristics of
this paradigm, as table 1.2 shows. Higher-order functions such as map are also known
as combinators.
Table 1.2 Thinking functionally with the map function
How it relates to functional programming

Characteristics of the map function
You can pass a function as an argument. In
our example, map takes a function length.

Functions are first-class abstractions.

map is a function that takes another function

map is a higher-order function.

as input.

map iterates through the list of strings, but
the looping is abstracted from the API user.

With functional programming, you tell the function what
to do. How it will be done is abstracted from the API
user. You can have map for other types of sequences
as well (not only a list), and the iteration is handled by
the map implementation.

QUIZ TIME 1.5 What happens if the function that you pass on to map also hap-

pens to update a shared mutable state? Does this mean iterating a list multiple
times will lead to different outputs?
The code in the following listing uses higher-order functions such as map in Scala to
demonstrate several ways to compose. Each example follows the guiding principles of
functional thinking shown in table 1.2.
Listing 1.7 Function composition and higher-order functions
scala> val inc1 = (n: Int) => n + 1
inc1: Int => Int = <function1>

Function that adds 1
to an integer

scala> val square = (n: Int) => n * n
square: Int => Int = <function1>

Function that squares
its integer input

scala> (1 to 10) map inc1
res1: scala.collection.immutable.IndexedSeq[Int] =
➥ Vector(2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11)

Map the increment function
over a collection.

scala> (1 to 10) map square
res4: scala.collection.immutable.IndexedSeq[Int] =
➥ Vector(1, 4, 9, 16, 25, 36, 49, 64, 81, 100)

Map the square function
over a collection.

scala> val incNSquare = inc1 andThen square
incNSquare: Int => Int = <function1>

Define a function composition
(add 1, then square).
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scala> incNSquare(4)
res6: Int = 25
scala> val squareNInc = inc1 compose square
squareNInc: Int => Int = <function1>

Another way to define
composition (square,
then add 1)

scala> squareNInc(4)
res8: Int = 17

Now it’s time to use some of these combinators to enrich our Balance domain model.
In complex domain modeling, you’ll define lots of combinators on your own. But the
ones that come with the standard library are extremely useful, and you’ll often find
yourself falling back on many of them while building your own. After all, it’s compositionality that you’re after.
QUIZ MASTER’S RESPONSE 1.5 The quiz master is firm on this. Don’t violate

purity when it comes to combinators such as map and others. The function that
you pass to map must be free of any side effects or mutation. We’ll talk about side
effects shortly.
Now let’s try to implement some domain behavior in our personal banking system.
Suppose you want to add an auditing capability to transactions (such as debit and
credit) that generates audit logs and writes them somewhere. The details are omitted
in the example—they aren’t important for understanding the concept at hand.
Assume you have the following two functions:
■
■

generateAuditLog: (Account, Amount) => Try[String]
write: String => Unit

This would have been a simple exercise with an imperative programming model. But
here the idea is to use function composition and higher-order functions to achieve
the same result. The following listing illustrates the implementation.
Listing 1.8 Composition through higher-order functions
val generateAuditLog: (Account, Amount) => Try[String] = //..
val write: String => Unit
debit(source, amount)
.flatMap(b => generateAuditLog(b, amount))
.foreach(write)

If log generated,
write to database

Debit the account. Debit
returns a Try[Account],
which you flatMap in #B.

If debit is okay,
generate audit log

The requirement is to define a function that performs the following sequence of
operations:
1
2
3

Debit an account.
If the debit goes through, generate an audit log; otherwise, stop.
Write the log to a store.
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You need to implement exactly this sequence by using the compositionality of combinators that functional programming offers. The flow of activities in this sequence and,
ideally, the modeling of your domain behaviors should reflect the same sequence.
Thanks to all the functional thinking that you’ve done so far and all the combinators
discussed earlier, listing 1.8 provides a faithful portrayal of this same logic.
The following sequence describes the flow of actions in listing 1.8. And if you’re like
me and love to see such interactions in the form of a diagram, check out figure 1.8.
1

2

3

4

5

The call to debit can generate a Failure (with an exception) or a successful
generation of the modified Account.
In case of failure, the entire sequence is broken and you’re finished. There’s no
explicit check for failure here. All such boilerplates are hidden behind the
implementation of the map combinator.
If debit generates a successful Account, this value is threaded into the flatMap
combinator and passes on to the function generateAuditLog.
generateAuditLog is again a pure function that generates a String as the log
line, which gets fed into foreach. If the generation of the log line fails, you’re
finished and the sequence is broken.
foreach is a combinator used for side-effecting operations. The last stage of the
pipeline is to write the log record into the database or filesystem, which is necessarily a side effect. You use foreach to implement that.

a: Account

amount: Amount

debit

Failure

Sequence breaks

updated: Success(Account)

(flatMap)

generateAuditLog

Failure

Sequence breaks

log: Success(string)

(foreach)

write

Figure 1.8 Enrich domain
behavior through function
composition using combinators.
Note the Success path and the
Failure path in the flow. A failure
breaks the sequence immediately.
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The primary takeaway of this section is to appreciate how function composition
through combinators can lead to enrichment of domain behaviors. Composing smaller
combinators to yield larger behaviors and functional thinking is the way to achieve
that. In the next section, you’ll learn how functional thinking can lead to code that
you can reason about, much like functions in mathematics.

1.4

Managing side effects
So far, we’ve discussed a lot of properties that pure functions have that make them
compositional and that allow you to design beautiful abstractions for your domain. If
the reality was so simple and all functions that you write for your domain model were
so pure, then the entire industry of software development wouldn’t have seen so many
failed projects.
Consider a simple function, square, that takes an integer as input and outputs
the square value. But unlike the previous one, in addition to outputting the square
of the integer, it has to write the result in a specific file on the filesystem. The rules of
the game have changed now. What happens if you get an I/O exception when trying
to write the output in the specific file? Maybe the disk is full. Or you don’t have write
permission in the folder where you’re trying to create the output file.
All of these are valid concerns, and your code needs to take care of handling all
these exceptions—which means your function now has to deal with external entities
(such as the filesystem) that aren’t part of the explicit input that it receives. The function is no longer pure. It has to deal with external effects that belong to the outside
world, which are known as side effects.
QUIZ TIME 1.6 You’ve already seen examples of side effects in this chapter. Can

you point out where?
It’s not that side effects are evil; they’re one of the essential components that you need
to manage when designing a nontrivial domain model. If you’re still not convinced,
let’s consider an example from our domain and discuss how you can handle this side
effect. Let’s take the example use case of modeling the process of opening a checking
account for a customer. One of the steps in opening the account is to verify the identity of the customer and do necessary background checks. In this operation, you have
to interact with external systems (outside your banking model) for getting a properly
checked background verification. The following listing is our first attempt toward
modeling this behavior.
Listing 1.9 Side effects in functions
trait AccountService {
def openCheckingAccount(customer: Customer, effectiveDate: Date) = {
// does an identity verification and throws exception if not passed
Verifications.verifyRecord(customer)
//..

Account-opening logic omitted

Identity verification; throws
exception if not passed
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Account(accountNo, openingDate, customer.name, customer.address, ..)
}
//.. other service methods
}

The first thing openCheckingAccount does is call verifyRecord to verify the identity
of the customer. This is a call that interacts with the external world, and maybe makes
a web service call through an external gateway to do the verification. This call can fail,
though, and your code needs to handle exceptions related to failing external systems.
And this has nothing to do with the core domain logic of giving the customer a valid,
newly opened checking account!
There’s no way to avoid this situation, and you’ll see many such cases as you explore
the other use cases of our domain model implementation. The best way to handle this
issue is to decouple the side effects as far as possible from the pure domain logic. But
before looking at ways to decouple, let’s once again revisit the downsides of mixing side
effects and pure domain logic within the same function. Table 1.3 lists them all.
Table 1.3 Why mixing domain logic and side effects is bad
Mixing side effects and domain logic

Why it’s bad

Entanglement of domain logic and side
effects.

Violates separation of concerns. Domain logic and side
effects are orthogonal to each other—entanglement violates
a basic software engineering principle.

Difficult to unit test.

If domain logic is entangled with side effects, unit testing
becomes difficult. You need to resort to mocking that leads
to other complications in your source code.

Difficult to reason about the domain
logic.

You can’t reason about the domain logic that’s entangled
with the side effect.

Side effects don’t compose and hinder
modularity of your code.

Your entangled code remains an island that can’t be composed with other functions.

You need to refactor to avoid this entanglement, and you need to ensure that side
effects are decoupled from the domain logic. The next example splits the two operations into separate functions and makes sure the domain logic remains a pure function that you can unit test in isolation. That’s exactly what listing 1.10 does. It
introduces a new function that does the verification through interaction with the
external system. After it completes, it passes on a successful Customer instance to the
openCheckingAccount function that does the pure logic of opening the account.
Listing 1.10 Decoupling side effects
trait AccountService {
def verifyCustomer(customer: Customer): Option[Customer] = {
if (Verifications.verifyRecord(customer)) Some(customer)
else None
}

Virtues of pure model elements
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def openCheckingAccount(customer: Customer, effectiveDate: Date) = {
//..

Account-opening logic

Account(accountNo, openingDate, customer.name, customer.address, ..)
}
object AccountService extends AccountService
}

Managing side effects is an area that can make a big difference between compositional
domain models and noncompositional ones. A model that’s not compositional often
suffers from the baggage of boilerplates and glue code. It becomes a maintenance
nightmare—difficult to manage and extend. But after you’ve isolated side effects from
pure logic, you can write code that offers better compositionality. In our example,
openCheckingAccount is once again pure logic. The following listing shows how to
glue together verifyCustomer and openCheckingAccount and handle failures that
may occur in the portion of the code that handles the side effects.
Listing 1.11 Composing identity verification and opening of an account
import AccountService._
val cust = getCustomer(..)
verifyCustomer(cust).map(c => openCheckingAccount(c, date))
.getOrElse(throw new Exception(
"Verification failed for customer"))

QUIZ MASTER’S RESPONSE 1.6 You already saw examples of side effects in listing 1.4,

where the domain behaviors debit and credit needed to update a shared mutable state. Note that side effects are anything that depends on external systems,
be it dealing with the filesystem or managing a global mutable state.

1.5

Virtues of pure model elements
If pure functions compose, your domain model (or at least the part of the model that
has pure functions) should exhibit some mathematical properties, right? At least that
was the idea when I tried to encourage modeling using pure functions. In this section,
you’ll try to figure out whether you can demonstrate some properties of our model
and verify the correctness of it just as you can in mathematics. This is called equational
reasoning, and you’ll see many examples in later chapters.
Consider the definitions from listing 1.6, which implements debit and credit as
pure functions. Using the model, you can write assertions that validate your implementation. These are called properties of the model, and the following code snippet
provides the verification of correctness of the model. You start with an expression that
performs a credit and a debit of equal amounts in succession to an account. This
should give you the original balance of the account before you executed this expression. To validate this property, you substitute our implementation in each step of the
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derivation (just as you do when you solve a mathematical equation) and finally arrive
at your result.
val a = Account("a1", "John")

Substitute
the
definition
of credit.

Create an account
with balance = 0.

The domain property
you want to verify.

credit(a, 100).flatMap(debit(_, 100))
=> Success(a.copy(balance = Balance(0 + 100))).flatMap(debit(_, 100))
=> debit(Account("a1", "John", .., Balance(100)), 100)
flatMap passes the
=> Success(a.copy(balance = Balance(100 - 100)))
account to debit.
=> Success(Account("a1", "John", .., Balance(0)))

You get back the account
with the initial balance of 0.

Substitute the
definition of debit.

What did you achieve in this derivation? You proved an obvious lemma that a credit of
an amount x to an account following a debit of an equal amount doesn’t change the
initial balance of the account. Pretty obvious, isn’t it?
QUIZ TIME 1.7

True or false: Equational reasoning and side effects don’t go

together.
Well, it looks obvious when you treat function calls similarly to how you do in mathematics. You replace one function call with its implementation and expect to achieve
the same result regardless of the number of times you do this. Consider the simple
example in listing 1.12.12 In this example, you trace a function call, f(5), by repeatedly replacing the invocation with the body of the function and the corresponding
formal argument with the value. This almost corresponds to the way you compute
functions mentally. In the theory of programming languages, this is called the substitution model of evaluation.
Listing 1.12 The substitution model of evaluation
def f(a: Int) = sum_of_squares(a + 1, a * 2)
def sum_of_squares(a: Int, b: Int) = square(a) + square(b)
def square(a: Int) = a * a
■
■
■
■
■
■

f(5)
sum_of_squares(5 + 1, 5 * 2)
square(6) + square(10)
6 * 6 + 10 * 10
36 + 100
136

As you can see, by using the substitution model you get the same result every time
you invoke f with an argument of 5. But be aware that the substitution model works
12

This example is inspired by Structure and Interpretation of Computer Programs by Harold Abelson et al. (MIT
Press, 1996).
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only if functions are pure and don’t have unmanaged side effects. If you had the
function square also writing to a file besides returning the value, then you’d have
side effects, because the file write might fail on some invocations and you’d have the
function generating an exception. So the guarantee of the substitution model producing the same result on every invocation becomes void. That’s another reason to
favor purity of functions.
QUIZ MASTER’S RESPONSE 1.7 True. As previously discussed, side effects make com-

putations nondeterministic, and you can’t do equational reasoning with them.
Associated with the substitution model is another concept that I emphasize repeatedly
in this book. Expressions such as f(5) that result in the same output being generated
every time you substitute the value 5 to the function’s formal argument are so significant
that there’s a special term for them: referentially transparent expressions. They have a huge
role to play in the world of functional programming. You can do equational reasoning
only with referentially transparent expressions, as you saw earlier in this section.
So where are we on this roadmap to functional and reactive domain modeling?
Here’s a quick summary of the takeaways from this section:
■
■
■

Referentially transparent expressions are pure.
Referentially transparent expressions make the substitution model work.
The substitution model helps in equational reasoning.

These three pillars of functional programming are summarized in figure 1.9.
Referential transparency makes
substitutional model work

Referential
transparency

Referential transparency comes
from pure functions.
Figure 1.9

Substitution
model

Equational
reasoning

Substitution model makes
equational reasoning work

Referential transparency has a huge role to play in functional programming.

So far we’ve discussed the basic principles of functional programming that can help you
engineer a better domain model—better in the sense that you can make your model
■

■

More compositional by building larger functions out of smaller ones, using the
power of function composition
Pure, in that many parts of your model can be composed of referentially transparent expressions that have many of the good qualities we’ve discussed
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■

Easy to reason about and to validate many of the domain behaviors through
equational reasoning

The next section focuses on an aspect that promises to make your model more
responsive. Users don’t like to wait for long when querying an account balance or lining up in a bank to open a checking account. Your software needs to respond to all
user actions within a reasonable amount of time, often called the latency. And it’s the
property of being reactive that makes your model work with a bounded latency.

1.6

Reactive domain models
As a user, how would you feel if your request for a price quote on a newly launched,
dazzling hotel-booking website took a long time to respond? Believe me, it’s not always
the network or the infrastructure that’s to blame—the architecture of the application
also has a lot to do with it. Maybe the domain model makes too many calls to underlying resources such as databases or messaging servers that have throttled the throughput of your application.
We all want our applications to respond to users’ requests within an acceptable
time period. This time is called the latency, which is more formally defined as the time
period that elapses between the request that you make and the response that you get
back from the server. If you can bind this latency to a limit acceptable to your users,
you’ve achieved responsiveness. And being responsive is the primary criterion of your
model being reactive. But how do you address failures? A failed system that’s stuck is
also not responsive. The key to addressing this issue is to design your system around
failures, and you’ll see more of this in section 1.6.2.
What are the primary characteristics of a reactive model? Table 1.4 summarizes the
main criteria.
Table 1.4 What makes a model reactive: the four attributes
Criterion

Explanation

Responsive to user interaction

Otherwise, no one will use your application.

Resilient

This means being responsive to failures. If your system is stuck in a
nondeterministic state in the face of failures, you’ve failed to deliver
a stable model. It has to respond either by restarting parts of the
application model or by giving appropriate feedback to the user
regarding the next step of action.

Elastic

This means being responsive to varying load. Systems can face
spikes of load and should be able to maintain the bounds of latency
even in the face of high loads.

Message-driven

To stay responsive and elastic, systems must be loosely coupled and
minimize blocking by using asynchronous message passing.

Reactive domain models

1.6.1
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The 3+1 view of the reactive model
If you look carefully at the four attributes in table 1.4, you’ll notice that the key that
makes a model reactive is it being responsive. The other three attributes are just characterizations of the various forms of responsiveness. This is indeed another way of looking
at a reactive domain model—called the 3+1 view of the model. Figure 1.10 illustrates
this view.

Resilience

Elasticity

Message driven

(responsive in the
face of failures)

(responsive under
varying load)

(loose coupling,
isolation through
asynchronous
message passing)

Responsive
(through
bounded latency)

Figure 1.10 The 3+1 view of the reactive
domain model: responsiveness of the model
can be achieved through the various forms
of being responsive to failures, load, and
asynchronous messaging.

QUIZ TIME 1.8 Your favorite online bookstore works perfectly most of the year.

But its response time decreases dramatically during Christmas and other holiday
seasons. Which criterion of reactiveness does it violate?
The model becomes responsive based on the three factors of resilience, scalability,
and parallelism. Each factor has various implementation strategies, which are discussed later in this book.

1.6.2

Debunking the “My model can’t fail” myth
One of the common misconceptions that I see among naive modelers is that their
model can’t fail—they think they’ve handled every possible exception that can arise.
The reality is that regardless of how robustly you think you’ve managed exceptions
within your model, failures will occur. And the larger the scale of the model, the
greater the chance for failures of components. Disks fail, memory fails, network components fail, other infrastructure fails—in short, failures can occur that are completely
beyond your control.
Design for failure. This is a core concept when developing large services
that are comprised of many cooperating components. Those components
will fail and they will fail frequently. The components don’t always
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cooperate and fail independently either. Once the service has scaled
beyond 10,000 servers and 50,000 disks, failures will occur multiple times
a day.

—James Hamilton
“On Designing and Deploying Internet-Scale Services,”
www.usenix.org/legacy/events/lisa07/tech/full_papers/hamilton/hamilton_html/
Indeed. And one of the major teachings of the reactive model is to design around failures and increase the overall resiliency of the model. Table 1.4 mentions being responsive to failures; this can be achieved only if your model has the capability to handle
failures not only from within your application, but also from other external sources. This
doesn’t mean that you pollute your domain model with reams of exception-handling
logic. The basic idea is to accept that failures are certain to occur and implement strategies to handle them explicitly as they occur in various parts of your system.
Consider an example: Say a user has requested the computation of her portfolio of
various accounts with the bank. During computation, one of the steps fails, possibly
because the server that holds the balance for one specific account is unreachable.
How will you handle this failure in your application? There are at least a couple of
approaches:
■

■

Try including the exception-handling logic within the application code that
computes the portfolio. But this can happen for any of the APIs that result in
accessing back-end servers! And imagine duplicating the same code for exception handling in all such places. The result is a software engineering disaster—
we call this a failure to handle separation of concerns. We’re conflating domain
logic with exception-handling code and end up with the latter polluting the former. Clearly this doesn’t scale.
Have a separate module that handles failures. All failures are delegated to this
module, which takes responsibility for handling them based on user-defined
strategies. This approach keeps your domain model clean and decouples failure handling from business logic.

Figure 1.11 summarizes the two approaches.
As you must be wondering, if all failures are handled through one module, will
that be a scalability bottleneck for the entire model? How can you ensure that failure
handling is as scalable as the other modules that handle the rest of your domain logic?
QUIZ MASTER’S RESPONSE 1.8 I’m sure you got it right. It’s the inability of the

site to remain responsive with increasing load—which means it doesn’t scale
with increased traffic. Therefore, it violates the scalability criterion.
The solution lies in the design of the failure-handling module itself. It’s not that you
must have one single module for failure handling in the whole of your application.
The idea is to have centralized handlers. The number of handlers will depend on the

Reactive domain models
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Failures

Micromanage within
model using
exception-handling logic

• Convoluted code structure
• Coupling of domain logic and
exception-handling code
• Doesn’t scale for unexpected
failures

Failure handling as a
separate component

• Better separation of concerns
• Failures can be delegated to
separate component
• Strategy for failure handling
can be pluggable
• Scales better

Figure 1.11 Strategies for handling failures in a domain model.
Designing a separate module for handling failures is (almost) always a
better option.

overall modularity of your application. In the previous example, you may have a module that handles all failures for portfolio computation.

1.6.3

Being elastic and message driven
When we talk about elasticity, we mean the system has to be adaptive to varying load. It
can be either way—you scale out when the load increases, and you scale back when it
decreases. It’s important to be able to scale back on decreasing load during quiet periods to ensure economy of resources and operations.
When the load on your system increases, such as during the holiday season, you
see sudden spikes of latency that can violate the service-level agreement (SLA) constraints of your client. Being elastic implies that your system should be able to scale to
adjust to the varying degrees of latency.
One of the ways you can make your system elastic is by reducing the coupling
between the components of your model. Loosely connected architectures that use
asynchronous message boundaries as the means of communication is one way to get
there. That’s exactly what reactive models encourage—nonblocking communication,
and components that interact using immutable messages without any sharing of mutable state. When your components interact with asynchronous messages, you have the
proper level of isolation because you can afford to have transparency of location, concurrency models, and the programming language itself.
This book focuses on messaging systems using the actor model of computation.
Actors provide a fairly high level of concurrency construct that helps you organize
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your model in terms of loosely coupled modules (they can be bounded contexts as
well) that interact using asynchronous messages. We’ll discuss how a well-engineered
actor system can provide resilience to your model, help you scale out and back through
proper handling of back pressure, and provide overall responsiveness to your system.
When I say message driven, I’m intentionally being a bit generic. Events can also be
thought of as messages that encapsulate a domain concept. When I say a debit message, it’s an event that induces a debit operation on specific accounts. And debit is a
domain concept. The next section covers how domain events can form one of the first
class constructs of composing behaviors within your reactive model.

1.7

Event-driven programming
With just a little idea of what events are, let’s start with an example from our domain
of personal banking. You’ll begin with a model in which all function calls are synchronous, and blocking and execution are completely sequential. You’ll study the
drawbacks of this model and try to improve on the responsiveness by introducing an
event-driven architecture.
Consider the following function, where you as a client ask for a portfolio statement
of all holdings from the bank. Here are some of the typical line items that need to be
fetched, computed, and aggregated to generate the statement:
■
■
■
■
■

General currency holdings
Equity holdings
Debt holdings
Loan information
Retirement fund valuation

A sample implementation of these items can have the structure shown in the following listing.
Listing 1.13 Portfolio statement
val
val
val
val
val
val

curr: Balance = getCurrencyBalance(..)
eq: Balance = getEquityBalance(..)
debt: Balance = getDebtBalance(..)
loan: Balance = getLoanInformation(..)
retire: Balance = getRetirementFundBalance(..)
portfolio = generatePortfolio(curr, eq, debt, loan, retire)

As listing 1.13 suggests, it’s a sequential piece of code, all of which gets executed, blocking the main thread of execution. One function gets to execute only when the previous
function in sequence has completed and has made its result available in the main
thread of execution. The result is that the total latency of computation is the sum of the
latencies of all individual functions, as you can see in figure 1.12.
This situation can hurt responsiveness because some of the functions may be accessing databases or other infrastructure that could take quite some time to respond. As a
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getCurrencyBalance

t1

getDebtBalance

t2

getEquityBalance

t3

getRetirementFundBalance

t4

getLoanInformation

t5

t6

generatePortfolio

Latency = ∑ t i

Figure 1.12 In a sequential execution, the latency of the total computation is the sum of the
latencies of individual functions. There’s no parallelization, and the computation is strictly
sequential.

user, you wouldn’t want to stare at your screen as the back-end infrastructure trudges
along with a big piece of sequential computation. As you’ll soon see, events offer a
respite from this troubling experience.
Another way that the previous code fails to live up to its promise is that its architecture is hardwired to a local execution model.13 This falls apart badly when you have
network communication and the various components of your portfolio need to be
fetched from a cluster of computers using multiple services rather than a single
machine. This is yet another area that an event-based model addresses as a solution.
Let’s turn the previous code inside out and organize it in a manner that distributes
the processing across multiple parallel units of computation, keeping the main thread
in the role of a coordinator (see the following listing).
Listing 1.14 Portfolio statement—event driven
val
val
val
val
val

fcurr: Future[Balance] = getCurrencyBalance(..)
feq: Future[Balance] = getEquityBalance(..)
fdebt: Future[Balance] = getDebtBalance(..)
floan: Future[Balance] = getLoanInformation(..)
fretire: Future[Balance] = getRetirementFundBalance(..)

val portfolio: Future[Portfolio] =
for {
c <- fcurr
e <- feq
d <- fdebt
l <- floan
r <- fretire
} yield generatePortfolio(c, e, d, l, r)

13

When the execution model is sequential and blocking, as in this case, you can make remote procedure calls
and present to the user the façade of a local execution model. But that never scales and has been found to
be a victim of the fallacies of the distributed computing model. See “Fallacies of Distributed Computing
Explained” by Arnon Rotem-Gal-Oz (www.rgoarchitects.com/Files/fallacies.pdf).
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Here, each of the individual functions no longer makes the promise that it will return
a Balance before giving control back to the main thread of execution. Instead, it
returns a Future, which is sort of a placeholder for the computation. A Future makes
a promise that it will give you a Balance eventually, when the computation of the function completes.
But as an immediate effect, it doesn’t block the main thread. The main thread can
continue with other tasks while the individual function goes back to complete its
promise using another thread of execution. The net result is that all individual functions
execute in their respective threads, leaving the main thread as a mere coordinator
and aggregator of results. And that’s exactly what happens in the call to generatePortfolio—it collects all results when they arrive and then computes the portfolio
statement.
If this is an expensive operation, you can also delegate this computation to a
Future (as in listing 1.14). As an astute reader, you must have already realized that in
this scenario the total latency of computation is the maximum of all individual latencies involved in executing the individual balance computing functions (as opposed to
sum in the sequential case), plus the latency of computing generatePortfolio.14 But
because you also delegate the overall computing function to a Future, the main
thread of execution becomes free to serve other requests without having to wait for
completion of any of these functions. Note that you’ve already achieved an increase in
responsiveness!15
Computing with Future as in listing 1.14 has transformed the sequential, blocking
code of listing 1.13 into code that’s asynchronous and nonblocking. When a computation returns a Future, it’s equivalent to sending an event to the calling thread that says
“I’ll make the result available to you when I’m done.” And when the computation is
indeed done, the calling thread gets an event indicating the availability of the result. It
can then fetch the result from the callback that it registered earlier. What you saw just
now is one form of event-driven programming, where the events are implicitly sent to the
calling thread by the Future abstraction.

1.7.1

Events and commands
I’m sure you’re now comfortable with seeing events as small messages that enable
nonblocking programming models. You saw how futures interacted with the main
thread of execution to deliver parallelism to our domain model. When you work on
completely nontrivial domain models, you’ll encounter many such scenarios whereby
events can make your model more responsive.

14

15

To fully understand why the total time is the maximum instead of the sum, you need to wait until chapter 6,
where this example is discussed in detail.
Having talked about such performance improvement using events and asynchronous programming models,
it’s also not an absolute truth that all computations gain by being asynchronous and nonblocking. CPUintensive operations can often gain by being blocking, as they can take advantage of cache coherency and lack
of scheduler overhead.
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Consider an event, Debit, that debits money from your account. Now your account
balance has changed. If you maintain a balance in a database, the event triggers updates
that will change the balance. And if you also maintain an in-memory copy of your aggregate, then you’ll need to refresh it as well with the new balance of your account.
As soon as your account is debited, you get a message from your bank on your smart
phone stating that amount x has been debited from your account in the form of a cash
withdrawal. Let’s name this message as well—DebitOccurred. In fact, this is also an event.
Do you see any difference between these two types of interactions in the model?
Table 1.5 explains the differences.
Table 1.5 Two kinds of events explained. Because of differing characteristics, sometimes Debit is
called a command and DebitOccurred an event.

Debit

DebitOccurred

Has an effect on the global state of the system—
equivalent to a write operation on the aggregate, in
the sense that it changes the balance of an account

Is just a notification sent to interested subscribers—in this case, the holders of the account

Is a message that an object in the system sends
prior to the effect taking place within the system

Is a message that’s sent by the system after the
effect has occurred

As a mutating message, is usually processed by a
single handler of the system

Can be handled by multiple parties, each
responding differently to the message

Can fail if some of the constraints are violated

Can’t fail because the associated effect has
already taken place within the system

We call Debit a command and DebitOccurred an event. Both are messages generated
and processed by the model, but they differ in semantics in a subtle way. Take note of
these differences, as you’ll be dealing with commands and events quite differently
when we talk about our domain model architecture.

1.7.2

Domain events
Event-driven programming models make events an important architectural element.
Events trigger domain logic and take part in various interactions within the domain
model. In more general terms, an event is a form of notification. In the previous section, you saw two types of notifications that have slightly different semantics: commands
and events. We’ll frequently use the term event to refer to both types of notifications
and make an exception only when commands need to be handled differently.
In the preceding section, you saw an example of the Debit event, which triggers a
debit from your bank account, and a DebitOccurred event, which notifies interested
parties that a debit has occurred from some account. You’ve named these events
based on the action that they perform within the domain model; these events speak
the language of the domain. They’re known as domain events.
One important characteristic of events is that they’re immutable. This is sort of
intuitive, because you’ve seen that events are things that have already happened in the
system. So, how can you change things that have taken place in the past?
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As a customer of the bank, Bob had an address, A, on March 1, 1989. He moved to
a different address, B, on June 6, 2010. One common way to deal with this situation is
to update Bob’s address in the customer entity. But when you’re talking about events,
how can you issue an update statement and change Bob’s address in the customer
record? The fact that he’s living at address B now doesn’t invalidate the fact that he
used to live at address A. Some of you may say that, well, the database server maintains
a log that still indicates that sometime in the past Bob lived at address A. But, after all,
the database log isn’t part of our model, whereas the fact that Bob lived at address A
sometime back is very much part of the semantics of the domain model that we’re
designing. Let’s look at the sequence of events happening in our domain model;
table 1.6 shows the history of changes in Bob’s timeline.
Table 1.6 Sequence of events in Bob’s timeline
Time

Action

Event

T0

Bob opens an account with
address recorded as A.

Triggers an event AddressChanged(Bob, _, A, T0)

T1

Bob’s address changes to B.

Triggers an event AddressChanged(Bob, A, B, T1)

Here we’re talking about a way of modeling that’s different from the standard relational database–based models. We’re talking about events that can’t be changed, and
yet they’re applied on the domain model to arrive at the current snapshot. In the previous example, you can apply the last event on Bob’s record in the bank to get his current address. Yet you don’t lose the information that he used to be at a different
address sometime back. This means that you have not only the current snapshot of the
model, but also a log of the entire history that generated this snapshot. Figure 1.13
makes this distinction clear.
As mentioned earlier, domain events have an important role to play in architecting
models that scale and are responsive. So far I’ve given you a brief introduction to what
they are and how they help you build models that retain the entire history since evolution. Such domain models are called self-tracing models, because domain event logs
make our models traceable at any point in time.
So domain events are an important participant in reactive domain models, and
you must give them due importance when you build your own models. Jonas Bonér
gives a nice summary of what domain events are in one of his presentations on eventdriven architecture.16 He explains that domain events are
■
■

16

Uniquely identifiable as a type—For each event, you have a type in your model.
Self-contained as a behavior—Every domain event contains all information relevant to the change that just occurred in the system.

See “Building Loosely Coupled and Scalable Systems Using Event-Driven Architecture” by Jonas Bonér, Patrik
Nordwall, and Andreas Källbarg (www.slideshare.net/jboner/event-drivenarchitecture-6097206).
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Actions

Actions

Domain model

Domain model

All actions on the model update
the model directly. So we have a
snapshot but not the history of
how we came here.

All actions record events in the
event log and then update the
model. So we have the snapshot
as well as the history of how we
are here. Useful for system
recreation from time 0.
Event log

Figure 1.13 Comparing two modeling styles. The model on the left accepts all actions and
applies them as updates to the current snapshot. Therefore, you lose the history of evolution.
The model on the right has all events stored in a log. So you have the history as well as the
ability to re-create the entire model from any point in time.

■

■

Observable by consumers—Events are meant to be consumed for further action by
downstream components of your model.
Time relevant—Possibly the most important characteristic of a domain event. A
monotonicity of time is built into the stream of events.

If the domain model can be constructed by applying all the domain events since time
t0, then your entire model boils down to the following mathematical equation:
M(tn) = (all events from time t0 till tn)

where M(tn) is the state of the model expressed as a sum of all events starting from
time t0.
In later chapters, you’ll see how this equation maps to an equivalent concept in
functional programming.

1.8

Functional meets reactive
You’ve reached the end of chapter 1, which introduces the basic concepts behind
implementing domain models using functional thinking and reactive processing. Why
exactly are we talking about these two paradigms together? Do they make a better
match than the techniques you use today in your programming? Let’s look back at
some of the concepts you explored in this chapter.
Any application that you implement and deliver to your client needs to be responsive. And as you saw, reactive models deliver responsiveness to failures, varying load, and
concurrency. To make your model responsive to failures, you need to have resiliency
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built into the architecture. And you can do this by using proper modularization of the
model and ensuring that failure in one component doesn’t bring down the entire system. Failures need to be handled separately instead of being coupled with the domain
logic. One way to keep your model responsive even in the face of varying load is to
make it event driven—the main thread of execution is never blocked. So the user
requests are never stalled even though some of the requests may be doing some heavyduty processing to serve some other request. Events are small, immutable abstractions
that carry the intent of processing and get processed by an event loop. Every event
that the loop gets is forked off to an event handler that does the actual job.
The reactive model implies good modularization of your code so that various event
handlers can run independently and work on executing domain behaviors. And you
can run processes independently only when there’s no (or minimal) sharing of state
between them. Functional programming encourages this practice right from the
beginning. Designing with pure functions and decoupling side effects from pure logic
are the two basic tenets that functional thinking brings to the forefront. And here’s
where functional meets reactive. Pure, referentially transparent modules acting as
event handlers can be made to run concurrently to execute domain logic, making
your model responsive and scalable. Pure logic scales and side effects don’t, and that’s
where you gain a lot when you combine functional thinking with reactive modeling.

1.9

Summary
This chapter begins our journey into the world of domain modeling using functional
and reactive paradigms. You have just learned about some of the virtues of both paradigms. Functional programming is based on function composition: You build abstractions by composing functions as first-class artifacts of the language. You use reactive
principles to make your application responsive. Here are some of the major takeaways
from this chapter:
■

■

■

■

Avoid shared mutable state within your model —Shared mutable state is difficult to
manage and leads to nondeterminism in semantics that makes concurrency
difficult.
Referential transparency—Functional programming gives you the power to design
referentially transparent (pure) model components. When most of your model
behaviors are built out of pure functions, you get the power of compositionality;
you can build larger functions out of smaller ones through composition.
Organic growth—With functional design and thinking, your model grows organically. Because it is pure, your model can be treated mathematically and you can
reason about it.
Focus on the core domain—When you build your model by using the principles of
domain-driven design, you have entities, value objects, and services organized
around patterns like repositories and factories. And you can make each of these
artifacts functional. Violate the principles of purity and referential transparency
as an exception, but you must be able to justify the reason for doing so. Mutability

Summary

■

■

■
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makes some parts of your code run faster but at the same time difficult to reason about. Strive for immutability in each layer of your DDD code—this is where
functional meets DDD.
Functional makes reactive easier—Pure functions are ideal candidates for reactive
modeling, because you can freely distribute them in a parallel setting without
any concern for managing mutable shared state. This is where functional meets
reactive.
Design for failure—In your model, never assume that things won’t fail. Always
design for failure and manage failures as a separate concern without coupling
exception handlers with business logic code.
Event-based modeling complements the functional model—Event-based programming
delineates the “what” from the “how” of your model. And this is also what functional programming encourages. Events are small messages that specify what
you want to do, and the handler for the event describes the “how” part. No wonder functional programming and event-driven programming play well together.

